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Editorial

As a result of the successful Labour Day oration, the executive

discussed why and how do people participate in political activity.
How does-it compare with their participation today?
We decided to ask someone who has studied this. Mr Andrew Reeves

CO—produced a book on Trade Union banners. He studied demonstrations
in Australia since their inception.

Also as Tuesda'y 21st is Easter Tuesday, we brought the date of
the meeting forward to Tuesday, 14th April.

So the details of our next meeting are:-

Speaker - Mr Andrew Reeves

Topic

- Labour demonstrations from the 18 -fifties to today.

Date

- Tuesday, 14th April at 7.45 p.m.

Place

- 310 Queens Street - Office of the Australian Insurance
Officers Association.

PROGRAM

FOR 1987

After discussing developments in the political world, the
executive decided to see how the trade unions and the working class
coped with hard times.

So at the following three meetings we plan to hold a discussion
f

on three crucial periods in Australian history.
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Firstly on 16th June, the topic of discussion will be the
Depression of 1931-34.

Then on 18th August we will look at the 1890 period.

And finally on 20th October we will consider the fateful
year - 1917.

'

These should be fruitful discussions.

OBITUARY

-

SID NORRIS

In January,Sid Norris of Brunswick,Victoria, rank and file

militant and socialist and' a loyal member of the Melbourne branch
of the Labour History Society came to the end of his 90,years.
«

Proud of his pioneer great gr-andparents who came to Australia
as convicts, Sid often spoke of the Irish gieat grand father

transported for life in 1797 at the age of 18, and the great grand
mother sent out for seven years for petty stealing offences.

The family later established itself as farmers in the Kurrajong
area.

Sid went as a soldier to World War 1, returned home to no job,
became an itinerant farm worker, including cane-cutting in North
Queensland, was man-powered into munitions in Melbourne in World
War 2.

He married Una who attended the meetings with him. They had a
partnership in militant struggle, the peace movement and later the

pensioners.

Their 43rd wedding anhiversary was a few days before

he died.

JOAN

GOODWIN
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Notes from an address by Brian McKinlay
at the Melbourne YWCA on 28th October, 1986
to commemorate the 60th anniversary of the
anti-conscription campaign.

Australian PrimeMinisters suffer from a curious trait. As

former ALP Senator Jim McClelland pointed out they behave in a very
untypical way when they travel abroad. They suffer from an urge
to take flight to London where, the urge to take flight is overwhelming
Billy McMahon's great folly in Washington is a comparatively recent
example of strange behaviour abroad. Menzies also was a notorious
performer abroad. In London he could be twisted and turned to do
anything. In London in the early 40's his foolish behaviour stemmed

from his desire to join the Imperial War Cabinet. Past Prime Ministers
have not always considered possible electoral consequences. Barton

in 1902 paid a visit to the Pope in Rome. The Protestant constituency
then launched a torrent of abuse.

You cannot look at conscription without looking at the overseas

performance of Hughes. Hughes wanted to be a world figure. The ALP
might have survived the crisis of World War 1 had Fisher remained
Prime Minister. Fisher won the 1914 double-dissolution election with
his "last man and last shilling" speech at Colac. Liberal Prime
Minister Cook was unlucky. He obtained a double dissolution on the

eve of the assassination of Archduke Ferdinand in Sarajevo(oddly
enough Menzies was travelling to Colac in 1939 at the same time

when Germany was invading Poland). Early in 1914 the quasi-religious
element was at its peak. The establishment later canonised the Anzac
myth. The Anzac framework became a quasi-religious framework.

In 1915 there was a steady erosion in support for the war,

aided by horrendous casualty lists and death figures. Hardly a town
or street didn't know of a death or serious injury. There was a

rapid inflation. Prices, but not wages, rose. There was unemployment
and a disorganised economy. The middle classes -played God Save the
King while the working classes were blown up in the trenches.
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On 27 September 1915 Hughes announced abandonment of prices

referendum, and placed himself firmly in the camp of his
conservative enemies. This act alerted the labour movement that

Hughes was up to something murky. Hughes then acted like Menzies
over Vietnam. He went to London to get off the hook in Australia.

Hughes was an incompetent of the highest order. He was always
"fa^e "air" Oabinet meetings7- He- could never conduct-^'meetings- according

to a proper agenda, nor could any Minister attending Cabinet

meetings agree on the meanings of any decision taken. He would
telegraph pages of verbiage from train stops at remote country

towns when travelling throughout Australia, waking local post

masters in the early hours to tell the wdr.ld his- latest fanciful

dream. He was even- plagued by gastro-intestinal disorders. Low's
memorable. Ccfrtoon describes him brilliantly. It is referred to as

BILLIWOG - it emits vfind until it goes flat.
The military police during World War 1 acted as an arm of
the federal government. By the time Hughes returned from London
in 1916 the labour movement had moved to an anti-conscriptionist

(but not anti-war) position. Curtin and Holloway, both with roots
in the Victorian Socialist Party (and both instrumental in setting

up cooperatives) were leaders in the anti-conscription struggle.
The Melbourne Trades Hall Council heard Hughes in silence. His

-government effectively disintegrated duringethe—19-16 cainpaign by polling day only 2 ministers were left in his Cabinet.
Fred Farrall voted against conscription on the Somme. The

soldiers on the front did not favour conscription. Hughes promised
not to-introduce conscription without a second referendum. It was

defeated by a larger margin than the first referendum.

LYLE

ALLEN
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LETTER FROM

M.TATTAM

Dear Mr.Edmonds,

I feel remiss in not having informed you before this that my
husband. Professor Emeritus Maurice Tattam, died on 19 October,1986.

He was great grandson of Thomas Walter Vine and always had

tremendous pride in his family's role in the Eight Hour Movement
and the making of the famous banner. This pride was mentioned at
a Commemoration of his life and work held at the University of

Melbourne on Friday, 14th November, 1986.

Maurice enjoyed reading the Recorder, sent to him by the Labour

History Society because of his connections. I wish to thank the
Society for honouring him in this way.

As well as myself, Maurice is survived by a daughter and
numerous nieces and nephews who carry on the heritage of T.W.Vine.

Yours faithfully,
F.M. TATTAM
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MOVEMENT.
For the Joint Benefit of the

MELBOURNE HOSPiTAl, AND THE BENEVOLENT ASYLUM,
Uadir th« P*troQ*(i of tbt Ricbt Worthlpfuf the M»yar *nd the Commlttoei
of tlie Ebnve Institution*.

CR E M O R N E
OArdeni, the Vauxhall of Vlotoria.

Manager.'Mr. E Soott.

Laat Week bat one of thQ Bombardment of Sebastopol
.Tb«>Commllle« of Man«s«moBt harlng •ngaffed the Cremorno Oordeos for
:ba abova objeot, to taka plaoa
-

ON WMIT MONOAY^ ,fS5e»
(Majr 18th) aolloU tba praaeooa aod aid of tfnrj working xoan and Iba pnblio at

Urga to eotna forward and aopporl tbU groat and glorloai jnoTamant.
Tha procoaiion will assamblo in Carlton Qardena at balf-paat eloven and atart at

18 prreiaolr, aeeonipanlcd bj tba oalabratod Cramomo Band,'cia roaia along Spring
Btraat, down Bonrka Btraat to Eiirabetb Street, ap Collini Btrnal^ Eaat,and to'anea to
the Qardena.

.

'

'

•

DIMWER WILL 3B PROYIDBD AT THB QARDBH8, at

The entartainmenta will Indnde the cekbrated Bombardmentof Babaatt^l, with

additional and appropiiate darieaa* in Fire Woi.ka, with gana of large celibre and
extra brilliant Fire Wotka, ooailatinr of Water Rookata, Water.'Fouotalna, Fitry
Dragoaa,Oolden Bain, Bomb Bballs, wy Rooketa,do., Exploalon and Blowing np of
tha Malakoff Tower,the Town on Fire,do.,do. Alao, a Grand Water Plaee, conaiating

of an UoriEoniat Whaal, diaoherging innnmarable Rookata, with avar; variatp im

Baeatlfnl Bonqnata of Roman Canalea with.auparb eoloora.'Conolnding with a mine

of reportrd tanoiuona, and a rariety of.othera, loclnding Watar Rookata.
Two large and btaailfnl Balloona will aapaad in tba'air, iilnminated with apUodid

colored flfra on a ralf-aeUttg-procaca. After wb'ch there will baa plaoa of Baaatiful .
Daiign,rapreaenting tha OROBS OF HARTA.

EXTRAORDINARY

GYMNASTIC

PERFORMANCES,

BV THE BROTHERS DHS8ANO d BTBBBINO.*

Mailo and Danolntf all tha Bvenlnd.

BombardmeBt %t Mine o'Olaak.

PYROTECHKIBT, PBOFESBOR PREBOOTT. ARTIHT, HR. W. J. WILSON.

Q'anUamen'a TioketB 2b. 6d; Ladiet'ditto la.; Children under 14 Foam
of Age 6d.

To be obtniphd of

Mr. Thomaa W. Vina,188, Lontdala il.E.

Mr. Bind ir, BoaTerle a;reat.
Mr. tlraot, Bacraiary to the Mdboama
Hoaptial.

Mr. Uavnaa, Baoratary to tba Benevolent

Aayiam.

.

Mr. Btck<nbolham. corner of Boarke end

Mr. Terry, Bweoklon tireat.

Mr. Taokard, Tamp.raaae. Hotal, Lona*
■ — .

Mr.Boebanan.Tamp'auce llall.Ituaiell Bt.
Mr. Maredcn, Moor atrcet, Collingwood.
Mr. Foraytb,oppotl(e tha Junction lintel,
Bi. KlJda.

Maaara. Weat d Co., Covantry atreet,
Eaatald VLtti.

Hotel. Blobmond.

Mr. Woodward, Bhephord'a Anna,SealMi
Rtraet, ColllngwoM.

Mr. Wood, Buan Hotel, Qartruda itreat,
Collingwood.

M;r. M'Callan, Balvidare Hotel, Broaawtok

Swenitoo atreat*.

dala atreat.

Mr. Herrit, Bay atreat, Bandridge.
Mr. Pontin, the Cambridge d Oxfordabtra

atreat. Collingwood.

Mr. Thatchcll, Bt. John'* Tavam, Qua«*
itreat.

Mr. Wadal.Criterion Hotel.Colllna

Mr. Amof,fioulh Yarra Clun Rouaa Hotel,
Mr. Brown, Curron alraat. North Mel*
boorna.

Tba Croia Kerf, Lonadele atraal.
The Prince Altiart Hotel,Prehren, and of

OHARLSB B. VINE, Rdorntatrf, oo, Cemtiiidge stnet,CoUlngwood.
HARMETT ARU OU. i'HIMTEUBi«. LITTLE OOLLINB BT., SA8T. MKI/BOURNR
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FIRST 8 HOURS DAY MARCH IN AUSTRALIA

After the success of the 8 hours day for the building trades
an "8 HOURS LEAGUE" was formed in Melbourne to work for its

extension to other trades, and a CELEBRATIONS COMMITTEE was appointed
to arrange a march. This took place on MONDAY MAY 15TH 1856 from

Carlton to the Cremorne gardens in Richmond.

About 7 unions., and some 800 people marched. At the fete which
followed £248 was raised and equally divided between the two

principal charities of the day - the Melbourne Hospital and the
Benevolent Society.

It was the first of the great 8 hour annual parades through
Melbourne Streets.

Thomas Vine (a carpenter) who was the first Treasurer of
the Celebrations Committee arranged with his wife and. three daughters
Caroline, Elizabeth, and Isabella, to make a banner from bunting
purchased from Buckley and Nunn.

It was 17 feet 2^ inches long and 9 feet deep. It had a blue

background with an 18 inch red border with the words 8 HOURS LABOUR
- 8 HOURS RECREATION - 8 HOURS REST in 12 inch white letters.

V\ a IrtOW^

p,
m

r^r.l.Ar

THE THIRD ANNIVERSARY OF EIGHT HOURS* DAY, 1*511: COMMITTEK AND HKKSIDENT.

Reading from left to right, the first figure is R, Bear; 3rd,T.Lalor; 9th, V.Marshall;
14th, J.Hughes; 17th, J.Baker; 18th, G.Ravenscroft,Secretary; 19th, R.Miller,

President; 20th, J.O'Brien;'22nd, T.W.Vine; 23rd, F.Manuall; 28th, J.Campbell.

\
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"HERE COMES THE UGLIES"!

This book gives a complete description of the grouping who
dominate the conservative political forces in Australia at the
present time. It is a grouping - their numbers are few but their

influence is tremendous. The book is about them - the wealthy
and their paid retainers and it is the right book at the right time.

The author opens his book with a statement by the English

writer Beatrice Webb who visited Sydney in 1898 nearly ninety years
ago I

She wrote home her impressions of the wealthy people of Sydney.
She says "Money making and racing seem their only concern - Such
political ideas as' they have resolve themselves into hatred of
trade unions and a strong desire to escape direct tax".

But

the author points out that the basic principles were

spelt out two hundred years ago in Adam Smith's "The Wealth of

Nations" (1776) that is before Sydney was founded. And Adam Smith
had pointed out the consequences of his doctrines.

Adam Smith was no admirer of equalists, regarding inequality
as an essential feature of society which must be upheld by all
the force of law.

In the Wealth of Nations (page 561) he says "whenever there

is great property there is great inequality. For one very rich man
there must be at least five hundred poor.The affluence of the rich
excites the indignation of the poor

It is only under the shelter

of the civil magistrate that the owner of that valuable property....
can sleep a single night in security.... The acquisition of valuable
and extensive property, therefore, necessarily requires the
establishment of civil government."

Adam Smith wanted two classes, the haves and the have-nots -

and a strong police force. What is the position in Australia?
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The Business Review Weekly in August, 1986 published a list
of Australia's 200 richest individuals and 57 largest family

fortunes, setting a minimum net worth of $15m before listing anyone.
These 300 odd people sharing total wealth of almost $15

billion, contrast with three million Australians living in poverty,

according to Bishop Hollingsworth of the Brotherhood of St.Laurence.
Adam Smiths 500 to one ratio seems positively egalitarian and "Wet"
by comparision.

I do not kn'ow how many years Laurie Aarons has devoted to

collecting his data but "Here come the Uglies" is full of detail
about Australian society. Perhaps another quotation helps to

explain the title. This was described in 1958 by a Harvard
professor of government. Professor V.Key.

Professor Key wrote " Business are a small minority very

vulnerable to political attack... they have to depend on something
other than their votes. They have to use their wits and their money

to generate a publi'c opinion that acquieses in the enjoyment by
business of its status in the economic order.... to gain public

favour business associations employ in large numbers public relations

experts those masters of the verbal magic that transmutes private
advantage into public good."

This is what this book is about.

It deals with firstly the wealthy men the Packers, John Elliotts,
Bonds, Sir Peter Abeles.-and so on then those masters of the verbal

magic, the Professors Lanchlan Chipman, the John Stones, the Katherine
Wests all those writers who " transmute private advantage into
public good".

_

This book is an exhaustive study of the wealthy and their

supporters in Australia. I believe it to be
of research on this subject .

most substantive piece
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Bruce Petty has drawn cartoons, very good and topical drawings

throughout the boo^. On the last page which I hope is not prophetic
he shows a worker flattened by a boot. The worker is signing a
labour contract.

"Here comes the Uglies" by Laurie Aarons
93 pages $4

-AN ADDRESS BY IRENE BOLGER TO THE LABOUR DAY 44EETINS OF THE-

-

LABOUR HISTORY SOCIETY.

What

was interesting was the similarity of how the media and

the establishment reached to the victory of the historic 8 hour
movement and to the nurses dispute of last year. I had been sent
some notes by John Arrowsmith on the 8 hour campaign of the last
century -nothing has changed - the shock horror approach in the
newspapers, that it was going to be the end of life as we know it,

the collapse of the financial system, it was impossible for this
sort of thing to last. So nothing has changed in the way the
establishment and the media react to the workers movement for better
wages and conditions. They had the same approach to the nurses strike.

The best thing to do is to forge ahead and not take any notice.

But looking at the historical significance of what happened
to the nurses and looking at recent history over the last few years
vsince the Accord came into place, it really tied unions down into a
situation where unfortunately the unions were unable to move on
wages. The government was really clever in introducing the system
and a way of thought

that the unions were unable- to break out of -

even if they did, it was called a threat to the Labour Government.

Since it was difficult enough to get Labour governments elected to
power, the unions must not do anything that threatened them to the

world. That was a compelling argument. When we get a Labour Government

elected it is very exciting, but unfortunately they take very pragmatic

actions and compromise they workers interest, to stay in power this happened with the Victorian Government over the past years. So
we had the situation that had been building up over the years, when we
were not making any gains and actually slipping behind. And this was
the position with the nurses. Their situation had been brewing for
many years - they had not suddenly decided something was wrong. I can
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many years ago as a nurse we always considered ourselves

over worked and grossly underpaid, and this position is the same then
as now, more or less, in relative terms. We were expected to work

long hours on shifts that were totally unsocialable. It was generally

very difficult to claim any overtime as it meant going through such
a rigmarole, getting permission to work it and if you were busy it
was difficult to claim it - you did not have the time. It meant
then that there had been a growing awareness among nurses that not

only were things not right but something had to be done about it and
with this an historical assertiveness and awareness with the rise of the

feminist movement, though I think it has been in hibernation since
the 70's when at its peak, and because nurses are generally well
informed and generally well organised ( I do not want to put down
the men who are nurses but they are in the main women) that given

that, something was going to give eventually. The catalyst came
last June 1986 with the decision of the Industrial Relations

Commission. There the Government downgraded some of the nurses,

taking away some of the allowances, in trying to save money. What
came out of that was many years frustration as well. The" situation
of the 5 day strike in 1985 was not going to be repeated - they
went back with promises then which were not carried out. If they
came out on strike again they would not go back without something

definite.When they saw they were being taken to the 'cleaners'
in June by the Commission that was the final straw. Unfortunately,

the labour government behaved in a way beyond our wildest dreams
that one could imaginej The nurses became very single minded in
what was to be done.

What was happening here has been quite significant, not only
to nurses but to women g~enerally and also, I hope, to men workers.
With the Accord as I have said, it was difficult for the Unions to

move on wages. Now there are mumblings among the rank and file and I
hope the Unions take note and'when the National Wage case is handed
down tomorrow, it may well be a parting of the ways.The Nurses

dispute has been a very vital lesson and it was very significant

how we organised the strike in the rank; and file. They were unhappy
in the attempt by the THC and ACTU being involved and wanted to
determine the way it was organised themselves.

,
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It was, in fact, a great baptism of fire for them, as well
as myself and something that will stand us in good stead in the
years ahead. Only a short time before the nurses did not see

themselves as unionists and they took part in the strike at

great financial cost and emotional

stress. It was very interesting

for me to see what happened behind the scenes,in a very patriarchal
environment. Unfortunately too, there was some interferences

from the ACTU in the working out of the final settlement. But what came
out was a reasonable settlement, but with some problems still in
Gippsland.

MELBOURNE GREEKS & LABOUR POLITICS

by Lyle Allen (continued from No.144 February,1987)

The Catholic Church, to which most Italians at least nominally
is hierarchically organized and allows little opportunity
for laymen to participate in the actual government of the Church.

Individual priests sometimes influence Italo-Australians on political
questions, and did s,o with some success for at least a decade after
the ALP split when the DLP attracted much Italian support. The Church

itself, however, provides few opportunities for its members to learn
the art of effective political participation. By contrast the Greek
Orthodox Church and the Greek Community are democratically constituted
and provide Greeks with many opportunities to obtain experience in
political activity. This experience largely explains their success

at internal ALP politics, the party's factionalism reflecting that of
their own community.

Ex-Senator Pat kennelly is credited with the oft-quoted axiom
that the name of the game in politics is numbers. Melbourne Greeks
have been quick to learn the methods by which numbers can be used
for political success. The *Papadopoulos technique' is one such

method which proved successful in the early use of 'Greek power'
in local government. George Papadopoulos, Greek' born, former lecturer

at Melbourne's Chisholm Institute of Technology, and now Deputy
Chairman of Victoria's Ethnic Affairs Commission, predicted the use of
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'Greek machinery' to obtain Greek representation on local councils.
'Greek machinery', in ALP terms the organization of Greek branch

members, would obtain Greek representation through co-operation
and agreement with non-Greeks. The first practical use of the

Papadopoulos technique was the Northcote Council ALP pre-selection
in 1977. In that year two right-leaning'councillors were defeated
in their bid _tq retain pre-selection as a result of a deal in the
best Wren traditions. Greek-ethnics, combining

with the Socialist

Left in non-ethnic branches, secured the eTection of a pre-selection
panel which replaced the two retiring councillors as ALP candidates

with Greek-ethnic architect Peter Tsitas and left-wing, Scottish

born teach Brian Sanaghan. Both Tsitas and Sanaghan were subsequently
elected, ALP candidates in Northcote Council elections rarely being
unsuccessful. These 1977 Northcote pre-selections represent the

first effective use of ethnic poli'tical strength in inner Melbourne
since the days of John Wren.

Since the success of Greek-ethnics in Northcote in 1977 there

has been a large increase in non-Anglo municipal representation
throughout inner Melbourne. The former paucity of migrant representation
on inner Melbourne Councils is no longer the case. In March 1981,
out of eighty-four councillors in the six inner Melbourne

municipalities of Brunswick,Collingwood,Fitzroy, Northcote, Port
Melbourne and Richmond, nineteen were non-Anglo ethnics. Greek ethnics
were the most strongly represented, followed by Italian-ethnics.All
Greek-ethnics councillors in inner Melbourne were members of the ALP.
Greek-ethnics were represented on five of these six inner Melbourne
councils, ten of the fifty-seven ALP councillors in these councils
being Greek-ethnics. A Greekethnic councillor also served on the
Melbourne City Council. Seven Italian-ethnics served on four inner

Melbourne councils^, five of the seven being ALP and two Independant.^
Non-Anglo ethnic groups other than Greek and Italian were represented

by only two inner

Melbourne councillors, both ALP members.®

Melbourne's most'ethnic' council is Brunswick, where in August

1982, five non-Anglo ethnics comprised almost half the membership
(three Italian-ethnics and two Greek-ethnics - all ALP). Brunswick
Council probablyreflects its cosmopolitan community more than any

*
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other Victorian municipality with a significant non-Anglo ethnic

population. At thd 1981 census in Brunswick the Italian-born
population was 5507 (12.4 per cent) and the Greek-born population
3621 (8.1 per cent) in a total population of 44464. Significantly,
the two major non—Anglo ethnic groups in Brunswick each have
strong council representation, but this is less the case elsewhere
in inner Melbourne, particularly in municipalities such as Northcote
where Greek-ethnics comprise a majority of the local ALP membership.
If Brunswick is Melbourne's most ethnic council, Northcote is
Melbourne's most Greek. Northcote's three,-Greek-ethnic councillors

comprised almost one third of the ALP representation on the council
9

before the 1983 municipal elections.

reluctant

Until 1983 Greek-ethnics were

to seek ALP pre-selection for Northcote Council, possibly

for fear of an Anglo backlash. Greater Greek enthusiasm to seek
council office coincided with organized Independent opposition, a

rarity in Northcote. The Independents campaigned largely on the issue
of a proposed gift of council property to the Greek community for
use as a multi-cultural centre. This proposal was abandoned after
the defeat of ALP candidate JohnPatsikatheodorou at an August 1983

by-election. A further setback for Northcote's Greeks was the
narrow defeat of respected ALP councillor Andreas Mylonas at the 5
November, 1983 elections. Local issues rather than anti-Greek feeling

were responsible for these defeats. Greeks are likely to continue
their political activity in Northcote and could eventually win a
council majority.

TO BE CONTINUED

Lloyd Edmonds,
93 Roberts Street,
ESSENDON

3040

Phone: 337 7554

